Addendum No. 1 includes answers to Questions-RFIs; adds the Rebuild Ready Vendor Program & Contact List; updates Divisions of the RFP; and revises Specifications & Drawings. It also extends project submission due date to no later than **3:00 PM on May 28, 2020**:

**ITEMS/DIVISIONS:**

1. Questions/RFIs (Answers)
2. Rebuild Ready Vendor Program and Contact List (Added)
3. 004109 Pricing (Revisions)
4. 012100 Allowances (Revisions)
5. 012300 Add/Alternates (Revisions)

**SPECIFICATIONS & DRAWINGS:**

The following changes are a result of changing the swing set from 6-bucket swings, to add beltswings and accessible swings.

**Specifications:**


**Drawings:**

7. L-1.1 Materials Plan Changes to swing sets, addition of Add Alternate 2 area, Add Alternate 1 safety surface changed, and the addition of a fence in Add Alternate 1.

8. L-1.2 Layout Plan Change to width of walls and change to safety surface area at Add Alternates. Change to equipment layout and removal of fence in the 2-5 play area.

9. L-1.3 Grading Plan Change to location of area drain and associated spot elevations in 2-5 play area.

10. L-1.4 Planting Plan Removal of planting area in 2-5 play area and near entrance at new drain location. Added note regarding soil and sod as Base Bid for Add Alternate areas.
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11. L-2.2 Details Changed all wall widths to 1’-4”.

12. D-1 Drainage Plan Change in location of pipe to area drain in 2-5 play area. Addition of drain implanting near trench drain.

13. D-2 Drainage Details Change in trench drain detail.

14. ES-1 ESPCP Change in area drain location and change in Limit of Disturbance.

15. P-3 Plumbing Elimination of note re sprayground inlet and change in location of water lines to avoid playground equipment footings.